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BILL JENKINS

Bill Jenkins is an artist born in
California, now based in New York
City. He has had solo shows with
Laurel Gitlen in New York and with
Jancar Jones in their former San
Francisco location. Jenkins’ work
has been included in group shows at
Sekkima Jenkins & Co., NY, James
Cohan, NY, Yvon Lambert, Paris and
Feature Inc., NY. Jenkins had a collaborative show with Alina Tenser at
the Suburban in Chicago, and is collaborating on a show with Chadwick
Rantanen at Michael Thibault in LA
concurrent with PICA’s 2015 TimeBased Art Festival. Jenkins’ work is
represented by Laurel Gitlen.

For Pictures of the moon…, Jenkins
continues his experiments with
light and architecture converting
8,000 square feet of dilapidated
warehouse into an ambitious installation work constructed and
composed of a system of tarps and
ducts to affect and capture the light.
The installation evokes mass infrastructures, but is made of readily
available materials and deployed in
this contradictory space. It raises
questions of individual agency in
relation to the complex historical,
financial, and social structures that
form spaces for living and working.

K RISTAN K ENNEDY: What is spirit?
BILL JENK INS: I think spirit is a
very open term for things, events,
feelings that are not understood.
What do I know about the universe?
But I think spirit or spirits accrue
when knowledge lacks behind
perception. I think and feel from
a position of both absolute doubt
and being open to the subject. If I
had to say, I think spirit = memory
and all of the ways memories can
come and go, and come back again.
Memories not just of individuals
but held in common amongst, families, areas, societies, cities, etc.
K K: Why go on? Why go on making
things in a word full of things?
BJ: On the whole-world scale, I
don’t have any redemptive answer
to this. Considering this question,
right away my guilt finds a steep
slippery slope of rationales towards
utopian ideals…and then I think of
the boundlessness of human desires foiling utopian attempts at
equitable distribution of resources. From there I bounce into and
around a middle ground of both
feeling hopeless, and also that it’s
imperative that working towards a
better world goes forward.
On a more practical level, I
doubt the waste created by artists
or “the arts” (excluding big budget movies) compares at all to the
waste of manufacturing and mass
consumption habits. Art and artists
are culpable for sure, but I don’t
feel like I’m cluttering the world.
Conversely, I’m refusing to abide by
the norms presented by business
and society of how to think about
and consume objects.
I make objects so I can have
a voice to describe ideas and observations I have that verbal or
written descriptions would not

communicate. I don’t mean to
say that my ideas are beyond the
realm of words and symbols, just
that I feel most connected to my
physical-temporal encounters with
things (all things), and I want to
communicate in physicalities/experiences/aura. I regard the mythical
“aura” of artworks to be a very real
physical sensation – but more generally I think all observable things
have aura and there is a spectrum
or tonal scale to the phenomenon.
Hopefully what I am putting out
into the world slightly advances the
grammar of physical experiences
that are available to people to think
and feel with. As with any new technology, it is impossible to control
how it will be used; by opening new
territories of feeling, there is always
the potential that those new realms
could be co-opted to sell or produce
new consumer goods.
K K: You have referred to the work
you do as performing a “useless
utility.” Can you talk about your
impetus for moving light around a
room?
BJ: Since last year I have been
thinking of myself as less of an artist who makes objects and more of
a pseudo business entity who is an
unneeded and cumbersome middle
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and why did it start to morph into
the system of channels, ducts,
loops ?

person between the “natural resources” of architecture: space and
light and the users/consumers of
those resources. It started as an attempt to solve a common problem
in New York City apartments (and
many other urban areas) of having
little or no light in any given room.
I thought about how I could fix this
issue from a non-specialist understanding of light or architecture,
and instead as a consumer of space
and light. The more I thought about
light and space within buildings as
“resources,” the more I started to
think of American land art works
moving around large masses of
earth to create sculptures. Loosely
referencing Smithson, Holt, Heizer,
and Serra, I’ve been treating light
and space like a mass that I can
move. The hang-up though is that
this isn’t actually possible. It is not
a viable solution to urban problems
of limited light and space. Working
with light, space or mass tends to
become instantly romantic, sublime or extremely technical. I’m
trying to resist these allusions and
focus on “fixing” or “providing a
service” for problems I see in architectural spaces with the same
materials and haste that one would
use to fix a broken window or a leak
in a pinch; architectural triage.
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Bill Jenkins during installation

(Kind of like how credit cards
pretend to make things easier for
a person and or business that accepts them, but in reality, they are
adding a needless and covertly nefarious layer between the exchange
of money and goods in order to
skim money from consumers and
businesses alike. Credit cards are
also physically unassuming relative
to the actions they can be used to
induce. My installations are a less
benevolent-seeming and foot in
mouth version of this maneuver.)
I’ve been imagining an alternative to Richard Serra’s famous
list of adjectives (“to roll, to bend,
to press”, etc.) that goes more like
“to neglect, to waste, to forget, to
dump, to make haste, to cut corners, to loose, to leave, to ‘pass the
buck’,” etc. This list would describe
all the human forces (or lack of)
that bring about the kind of lived-inness character of places.
K K: This space and this radical
transformation you have undertaken started with a few simple visits
to a very raw warehouse. Over time
the installation has taken form...
can you talk about some of the
decisions you have made here –
when did you start to "see" the
space in its future state and how

BJ: When I first looked at the space
I knew already that I wanted to
build a system to harvest the light
coming into the space and deposit it in holding areas, which I had
been thinking about as something
like a cistern for light. The site visits, and then watching video documentation of the space, helped
to decide what the design for this
system should be. My first concrete
idea was to create circular pools
for the light to be siphoned into
via reflective ductwork. The scale
of the space is many times larger
than anything I have worked with
before, and I wanted to reference
large municipal or logistics forms,
like pipelines, train tunnels, airplane fuselage, sewer systems. I
decided to stand the forms of the
pools on their sides and leave both
ends open to make something that
is like a section of a large tunnel
or pipe. To me these forms suggest the movement of resources as
well as functioning as exaggerated
imaging devices that “look” upon
or frame the space beyond them.
The large apertures are without optics though, and only capture and
present the space as it is. Thinking
again of iconic American land art
works and how they are often sited
in proximity to large-scale resource
extraction operations, I wanted to
bring something of both of these
kinds of activities into an interior
urban situation.
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Johnny Ray Huston, “Bill Jenkins” (review), San Francisco Bay Guardian, 14 November
2008.

